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Welcome 
 

Sheepscot Lake 
 

Thank you for choosing Cozy Cove Camp for your family vacation. We hope that 
you create a lifetime of beautiful memories here at our family camp. 
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Please Pay Special Attention 

To the section on the Septic System and the Aqua Thruster 
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Contacts 
Contact, Phone and Comment 
Jodi McCaffrey    207.240.4398, Mrs. Host 
Michael McCaffrey   207.671.6524, Mr. Host 
Chloe Curtis    207.319.2277, Daughter and Caretaker 
Poison Control Center   800.222.1222,  
Palermo Volunteer Fire Department 207.993.2424, Volunteer fire crews 
Lovejoy Health Center   297.437.9388, Emergency Service Available 
Windsor Ambulance Service  207.622.4420,  
Maine General Medical Center  207.626.1000, Augusta, ME 04330 
Northern Lights Inland Hospital  207.861.3000, Waterville, ME 04901 
Maine General Health   207.872.1000, Waterville, ME 04901 
Eastern Maine Medical Center  207.973.8998, Bangor, ME 04401 
Central Maine Medical Center  207.795.0111, Lewiston, ME 04240 
Southern Maine Medical Center  207.283.7000, Biddeford, ME 04005 
Maine Medical Center   207.662.0111, Portland, ME 04102 
Palermo Animal Control   207.505.0981, Officer Peter E. Nerber 
Palermo Animal Control   207.530.0948, Officer Peter A. Nerber 

Check in/out 

Check In 
Peak Season (May thru September) 
Check in will be at 3:00 p.m. Saturday. There is a lockbox attached to the lakeside of the utility “bump-
out” shed attached to the right side of the camp. Your unique code will be given to you 72 hours prior 
to arrival from where you will be able to access the camp keys. If for some reason you do not have the 
lockbox code call us and we will give you the code. See the “Communication” section on page 8 for 
contact information and phone numbers. 

Check Out 
Peak Season (May thru September) 
Check out will be by 11:00 a.m. Saturday. Please do a thorough check around the camp to make sure 
you didn’t forget anything (don’t forget under the beds). Please lock the door and put keys back in 
lockbox. 
 
If you want, you can leave a mobile phone number in the camp book in case you forget something so 
we can contact you directly to ensure your property gets returned to you. 

Quiet Hours 
Although there are no specific quiet hours on the lake, please be courteous to the neighbors. Sound 
carries over the water so noise may disturb more than just the immediate surrounding camps. 
 
For guests with pets, please be mindful and don't leave your dog alone for long periods if they have a 
tendency to bark. 
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Guests 

Registered Guest 
All registered guests are of course welcome at the camp.  
 
Unregistered guest pose a problem as they are not covered under the Airbnb policies. We therefore 
ask that there are no unregistered guests at the camp. 

Cooking 
All registered guests are allowed to use the all appliances in the kitchen, including any and all 
cookware. Any food in the fridge or pantry is available for guests to consume. 

Septic System 
It is very important to remember that the sink does not have a garbage disposal and food should never 
be allowed to enter the sink into the septic system. To ensure that food solids are not inadvertently 
allowed into the drain and septic use the sink-trap screens to catch food when rinsing and washing 
dishes. The contents of the sink-trap screens can then be dumped into the trash for disposal. 
 
NEVER: 

 Flush Paper Towels or Napkins 

 Flush Female Sanitary Napkins 

 Flush Food Stuffs 

 Flush Q-Tips 
ONLY: 

 Flush Liquids 

 Human Waste 

 Bathroom Tissue 
 

Damage to the septic system components can be very costly and clogging the system negatively 
impacting your stay and future reservations of other guests. So, please be very vigilant and monitor 

everything that goes into the septic system. 

Pets 

Dogs 
We are dog owners ourselves and we feel that a vacation should include all members of the family. We 
welcome all well behaved dogs with the understanding that local laws will be followed. We ask that 
you clean up after your pet immediately and dispose of waste in the authorized area. Be sure to have 
your dog on a leash when leaving the property with your pet. 
 
We provide a large metal crate with pad for those dogs that need it. You will find it in the closet of the 
upstairs bedroom. 
 
For pet emergencies please visit our website www.campnmaine.com under the Pets page for a list of 
veterinary and emergency veterinary services. 
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Cats 
Felines are welcome as well. 

Exotic Animals 
All animals other than domestic cats and domestic dogs are not permitted. 

Smoking Policy 
There is absolutely no smoking allowed inside the camp. This would include vaping, medical marijuana, 
pipes, cigars, and cigarettes. 
 
Smoking is allowed outside as long as you are at least 20 feet from the camp. Please extinguish all 
smoking material and dispose of all smoking material in the fire-pit. Never discard smoking material in 
the lake. Marine life can be sickened or killed by ingesting smoking material. 
 
We’d prefer if you smoke near the fire-pit or on the dock. Be extremely careful with lit smoking 
material so as not to cause a forest fire and burn down the entire island - really! 

How to Guide 

Bathroom 
The shower can get hot so please use caution, especially if the little ones are in there. We realize it’s a 
small shower so please be careful to keep the water in the shower and not all over the floor, ceilings, 
or walls. 

Bedroom 
The electrical panel is located behind the downstairs bedroom door. If breakers are pushed to the 
middle of the panel they are on. 

Kitchen 
The knobs on the front of the stove are push and turn to activate. A couple of guests have found they 
turned them on by leaning on them to get items out of the cupboard. Please be mindful of this and if 
you smell gas it is likely that one of the knobs was accidentally turned on. 

Upstairs Loft 
There is a ceiling fan upstairs and the fan is independent of the light switch. Just pull the chain on the 
fan and it will turn on. It has a low, medium and high setting. The slider door upstairs has a pole 
screwed in to the track so that it cannot be opened. 

Parking 
The designated parking area is on-site. As you turn into the driveway you can park anywhere in the 
front. Do not park along in the rear (lake side) of the Camp. Also, do not park in the wooded area 
opposite the entrance to the camp. 
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Audio Visual Devices 

Some Guide Instructions 

 DVD/VCR use the Video Port 
 Apple TV use the HDMI-1 Port 
 Roku use the HDMI-2 Port 
 Gray Remote for DVD Player 
 Large Black Remote for T.V. 

o Volume 
o Input Selection 

 Small Silver Remote for Apple T.V. 
 Small Black Remote for RoKu 
 To play the NES system 

o Input: Video 
 Turn on DVD Player and Video Game System 

o On remote 
 Select VHS Port 
 Push Input Until Game Screen Appears 

Security 

Doors 
We ask that you lock the doors when you leave the camp. It’s a good idea to leave one of the camp 
keys in the lock box just in case the other one gets lost.  
 
Cozy Cove is set in a lovely, quiet cove. It is peaceful and can make you feel like you're in your own slice 
of heaven, away from the hustle and bustle of the rest of the world. We still recommend locking the 
doors at night. 

Danger ** Sliding Doors ** Danger 
 
The upstairs loft has a sliding door. The sliding door is blocked with a section of wood along the bottom 
runner to stop it from being opened to prevent someone inadvertently stepping out. 
 
It is imperative that you do not open these sliding doors. The blocking stick is a sufficient barrier to 
prevent someone from opening the sliding doors and walking out. This barrier protects you, your family 
and your pets from falling to the ground and be severely injured or killed. 
 
There is no balcony or staircase outside of the sliding doors. Anyone or any animal passing out through 
the sliding doors will fall to the ground! 
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Extras 

Funtivities  
We have provided a couple of kayaks for guest use. Please take good care of them and be safe. We 
recommend wearing a lifejacket anytime one is in the kayaks. 
 
Please use the fire pit as often as you like. When available, there are piles of wood near the pit to burn. 
Please see our website www.campnmaine.com/policies.htm#firepit for tips to build a great fire as well 
as safety tips. Please, do not use the split wood stacked by the side of the camp. This wood is for 
heating fuel in the winter and NOT for camp fire use. Firewood can be purchased, at your own 
expense, from M.A. Haskell Fuel Co in Palermo at 207-993-2265. Federal and State regulations strictly 
control tree harvesting around the lake - DO NOT CUT DOWN ANY TREES!  
 
The island roads are great for long walks and most people obey the posted speed limit of 15 mph - 
actually we find that 15 mph is too fast and it is much safer to drive 10 mph or less. For families with 
small children, make sure they are supervised when using the camp road. Please note that the center 
of the island does contain some sharp drop-offs with deep ravines. There are also many blowdowns 
that can injure you if you fall on them. We recommend that young children do not play in the woods 
unsupervised.  
 
Please make use of the provided grill - no vacation is complete without some outdoor cooking! We try 
to keep an extra full tank in the shed, but you run out of propane in the tank, Tobey’s General Store 
can refill it for you. Save your receipt so we can reimburse you. 

Floating Swim Platform 
We provide a Driftsun Inflatable MESA 8x6 Swimming and Diving Platform for you to enjoy. The Aqua 

Thruster is doing a great job on the cove eradicating Lots of leaves, pine needles, branches, sticks and 

other things that making walking around the cove unnerving – revealing a nice sandy bottom. Wading 

around and shallow water swimming is now a much better experience. 

Share a Picture with Us 
We would love to share some of your most fun times here at Cozy Cove with everyone. Please take a 
moment to send us a picture via Airbnb messaging and let us know that we can share the picture on 
our website. 

Communication 
Who to Call 
If a reason should arise that you need to contact us please don’t hesitate to call. Please keep in in mind 
that we all work full-time jobs that sometimes include weekends and may not be immediately available 
to respond to your phone call or to the camp. You can also leave a text message as these are all mobile 
phones. 
 

1. Try Jodi first (207) 240-4398. Jodi can be at the camp in not less than 2 hours. 
2. Chloe is your second best bet (207) 319-2277. Chloe can be at the camp in not less than 20 

minutes. 

http://www.campnmaine.com/policies.htm#firepit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9GfsktmdWk
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3. Michael is a last resort (207) 671-6524. Michael can be at camp in not less than 2 hours. 
 

For non-urgent matters please send messages through Airbnb. We will respond as quickly as possible. 

Laundry 
China Area Wash and Dry 
This laundromat is located 7.6 miles from camp (about 11 minutes) right on route 3. The address is 937 
ME-3, South China (207.445.3422).  
 
It is a self-service establishment with a coin exchange vending machine and a detergent vending 
machine on site. There are large capacity washers and dryers as well the traditional sized machines. 
They are open 7 am to 10 pm daily. 

Dirty Linens 
We provide towels and bed linens for your stay. We ask that wet or damp towels are hung up to dry. 
There are hooks in the bathroom and bedrooms as well as a clothesline outside. We will launder any 
dirty towels/linens after your departure. There are laundry baskets under the downstairs bed if you 
want to use them for dry and dirty linens. 

Heat & Air 

Heat 
The camp is equipped with baseboard electric heat. The four controls are located on the wall in the 
bathroom, the downstairs bedroom, the living room and the dining room.  
 
If the heat is needed we ask that you turn the heat down if leaving the camp. The place will heat up 
rapidly when you return after turning the heat back up. 

Air 
We have air conditioners and fans located throughout the camp. Please make use of them if necessary 
as it can get quite warm, even with the cool air from the lake. We ask that you do not run the AC 24-7. 
Turn off the AC when you are not in the camp. The camp will cool down rapidly when you return and 
turn-back-on the AC units. 

Fireplace 
The fireplace is not to be used as a heating source and is not for guest use. Please do not fire-up the 
woodstove. 
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Trash Removal 
Tuesday Trash Day 
So, trash removal is weird. If you would like to bring the trash to the pickup site (which you may if you 
are staying for an extended time) the trash is picked up by the mailboxes at the end of Bushey Shore 
(paved section) at 8:00 a.m. on Tuesdays – you passed it on the way in to camp. 
 

You are ONLY allowed to put your bags out between 7:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. on Tuesday for trash 
collection at 8:00 a.m. 

 
We have provided Town of Palermo trash bags (under the sink) – they are blue. You can fit quite a few 
kitchen bags into the large town authorized blue trash bags - so load it up! You must also; I kid you not, 
attach $1.00 to the bag. I usually loosen the knot or tie and insert the bill and retighten. We will have 
$1.00 bills available in this book for trash pickup. 
 
You are not required to deal with the trash pickup as noted above if you do not want to. 
 
For guests staying a shorter time without the need for trash removal, please place full bags in the 
outside trash receptacles. We will remove them after your departure. 
 
Do not use the large blue “Palermo” trash bags in the garbage cans. Use the small white trash bags or 
the green “Hefty” type trash bags to dispose of raw trash. The large blue “Palermo” trash bags are the 
recycling bags purchased from the Town for trash pickup. So, fill the blue recycling trash bags with the 
other trash bags and follow the trash pickup procedures above. 
 
The Town of Palermo does not currently distinguish between recyclables. You may, if you desire, leave 
cardboard, bottles, and cans separated into different “non-town” bags and we will collect those later 
and ensure they are disposed of separately through other recycling locations. You are of course, not 

required to separate trash for the Town of Palermo. 

Refrigerator 

Condiments 
We keep condiments in the fridge for your convenience. Feel free to make use of them or you may of 
course purchase your own. On occasion there are snacks and canned goods in the pantry - please feel 
free to consume them. There is also salt, sugar, flour, etcetera in the pantry - also for your use. 

Leftover Non-Perishable Food 
We ask that any opened food that is leftover in the fridge be thrown out before you leave. You may 
leave unopened beverages or other unopened food containers. 

Perishable Food 
Please discard of all perishable food like produce, leftover cooked food, unopened pies and cakes, 
opened refrigerated meat (frozen meat is okay to leave), or any food that you will believe will sour. 
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Beverages 
Please dispose of opened beverages, including: milk, soda, alcohol, and water. You may leave any 
unopened beverages. 

Local Attractions 
The Fun Stuff 
 
As amazing as Cozy Cove is, you may want to get away for a day trip or an evening out. We are 
fortunate enough to be centrally located in one of the most beautiful states in America. We are called 
Vacationland for a reason.  
 
Within 90 minutes max you can be at the ocean, on a mountaintop, in the desert, or shopping to your 
hearts content. Please visit our www.campnmaine.com/attractions.htm for a comprehensive list of 
attractions. 

Aqua Thruster 
We have installed a device on the dock called an Aqua Thruster. We have it scheduled to run 

automatically from 11 pm to 5 am Monday thru Friday. It is a fan that creates a current and helps to 

keep the cove clear of debris on the lake bottom. This is our first year with it and we are hopeful that 

the cove will be all sand by the end of the season. 

Here are some things to know about the Aqua Thruster. Absolutely no swimming while the device is 

running. It may be turned off by using the first switch located to the left of the sliding door as you exit 

the camp. It is not a problem to turn it off for a late night swim… we just ask that you reengage the 

power when you are done in the water. 

Please use caution when boating on the right side of the dock where the device is mounted. It is an 

expensive device and we would hate to see it damaged in any way. 

On occasion you can hear a “loudish” noise from the Aqua Thruster. This happens when it is pointed at 

one of the tires on the dock and a whirlpool is created. It doesn’t last long. 

Any question or concerns please feel free to reach out to us. 

Amenities 
These are just a few of the amenities we offer. 

Fireplace 
The fireplace is listed here but it is not an amenity and is not for guest use. Please do not fire-up the 
woodstove. 

http://www.campnmaine.com/attractions.htm
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Fire Pit 
The fire pit can be used by guests. Please keep the open flames within 12 inches of the top of the fire 
bricks. Tall fires can generate large flames and lighted debris and catch the surrounding vegetation on 
fire. 
 
We will try to provide wood for the fire pit but it may not always be possible. Basically, if you want to 
use the fire pit the wood used must be provided by guests. There are several places to purchase fire 
wood. We find that most times we can walk through the woods and pickup lots of twigs, sticks and 
small branches that have fallen to the ground that will burn quite nicely and also act as kindling. A 
word of caution: in the middle of the Island there are very, very steep cliffs where someone can fall and 
be seriously injured or killed. Don’t let unsupervised children wander off – keep a close eye! 
 
State and Federal regulations strictly control tree harvesting along lakes. DO NOT cut trees under any 
circumstances. Huge fines can be levied against violators. 
  
The split wood alongside the camp and is for heating the camp off-season. Please DO NOT use this 
wood for the fire pit. 

Air Fryer 
Don’t want to slave over a hot stove while on vacation. Well, we got just the right way for you to make 

a really tasty hot meal without using the stove. For your enjoyment we have an Instant Vortex Plus dry 

air fryer. This neat little item will make awesome wings in short order, not to mention many other hot 

dishes. It is easy to clean as well. 

Dyer Dink 
We have available a 4-place Dyer “Dhow” Dink rowboat available for guests. The dinghy is also a sailing 

version but only specifically approved guests will be approved to use the sailing configuration – 

basically, you must prove sailing experience to our satisfaction. 

Responsible youths 14 years and older may use the boat without adult supervision. Life vests will be 

required and mandatory while using the boat. 

You can read a short article about the Dyer Dhow here. 

Kayaks  
We provide a few kayaks for guests to use. Please secure the kayaks on shore when not in use 
otherwise they can float away and be lost. There are 4 adult life vests and 2 children’s life vests 
available for those that wish to use them. We do not provide helmets. 
 
One of the kayaks is a two seat inflatable by Intex Excursion Pro Kayak. It may or may not be inflated 
when you arrive. If you need to inflate it the instructions are contained in the bag associated with the 
kayak or watch this YouTube video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HFudP6WdQbA. You can also 
link to the video from our website under the “Policies” tab. It typically takes about 20 minutes to 
completely inflate and get the kayak ready for use. 
 

https://www.campnmaine.com/pdfs/VortexFryerPlus.pdf
https://www.bwsailing.com/the-legendary-dyer-dhow-dinghy/
https://www.intexcorp.com/products/sporting-goods/professional-series-boats/excursion-pro-kayak/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HFudP6WdQbA
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A funny thing happened on the way across the lake… You don’t want to have this conversation we 
had: “Hey Babe, we seem to be taking on a little water. No, my love, it’s just water from paddling – that 
happens kayaking…” A few minutes later… “Hey Babe, the water is getting about up to my belly 
button…” She turns around to look. “Yup, that’s a little amount of water, at least the water is not too 
cold – it’ll be alright.” Now getting very concerned, “I don’t think so, I think we are sinking!” She looks 
back again, “you really aren’t kidding, I think we forgot to close the drain plug, we’re taking on water – 
lets head back to shore – NOW!” Yup, that really happened. We did make it back to shore just in a nick 
of time. And, yes I could look through the open drain plug all the way to the lake bottom. So, the moral 
of this story is making sure the drain plug is secured in place before paddling off! 

DVD / Video Player / Apple Device 
The Go Video player only accepts DVDs and VHS cassette tapes. Some of the movies we have left 
available for you to watch have both DVD and Blue Ray disks. If for some reason the movie does not 
seem to work, check to see that you are using the correct (DVD) disk. 
 
We also have an Apple device that is not hooked up to the internet. However, you can stream from 
your computer of Apple device of non-protected content through the Apple TV device to the television. 
 
See above “How To Guide” for other Audio Visual information. 

Disk Skipping Fix 

Some of the disks may skip occasionally. If this happens, the best way to fix the issue is to take the disk 
to the bathroom, run just hotter than warm water on the media side of the disk; place several small 
dabs of toothpaste on the media side; with wetted fingers rub the toothpaste into the disk with 
circular motions for several minutes; rinse the entire disk of all toothpaste; gently dry the disk with 
toilet paper or towel. This practice has cured the problem for me most of the time. 
 

Beginning in the 2021 season, we will look into providing high-speed cable for internet services and 
have available a Blue-Ray player. We will also be looking to add Blue-Ray disk viewing. 

Grilling 
We provide a bottled-gas outside grill for cookouts. The gas is generally filled for each guest; however, 
if you need gas the bottle can be filled at Tobey’s. Save your receipt so that we can reimburse you. 

The Bunk House 
The bunk house has two additional twin beds and power. It is a favorite for young teens to escape the 
watchful eyes and ears of prying adults. We typically do not make this available to guests but if you 
want to use it please ask us and we will allow it – as long as you understand that it may be a bit untidy 
and may require a little “clean-up.” 

The Flies 
Well, there are some things you need to know about Maine in the summer. Maine is a beautiful state 

for a vacation... it's not called Vacationland for nothing - Right!  If you have never vacationed in Maine 

before, be aware, there a lot of flying insects that bite! Yup, that's right, those blood-sucking nasty 

little things that can ruin a perfectly planned outing - not to mention a whole vacation. 

https://www.campnmaine.com/pdfs/GoVideoDV1140.pdf
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Maine has an abundance of Mosquitoes and Black Flies and Midges - the old-timers simply call them 

“the flies.”  The Camp is no safe haven from these creatures so we urge you to follow the 

recommendations below. 

The bug season is basically June, July, and August. But it is not uncommon to see them in May and 

September. It depends on the month you are in Maine as to the severity of the little damn pests, and, 

what the weather is like. If it is raining the flies cannot fly too well, and on a nice day with a breeze 

they are there flying around, but they have a harder time landing on you. The flies are attracted to 

carbon dioxide (CO2). 

Remember, a good breeze off the lake across the dock and while kayaking pretty much takes care of 

the flies. Oh, yeah, and better bring some sun screen when out on the lake, the sun can be worse than 

the darn flies. 

As far as the Camp being a safe haven from the flies remember that they are everywhere - yes, even in 

the Camp. However, you can mitigate the flies in the camp by: 

 Keeping the doors closed! 

 Keeping the windows shut! 

 Shaking out your hair and clothing before entering the camp. 

 Shaking out your pets before entering the camp. 

 Quickly closing the door after you pass through it. 

 Not depending on the window and door screens to keep out No-See-Ums they fly through 

screens! 

When available we do provide some bug repellent – check out the bathroom to see if we have some 

available for you to use.  Oh, and another thing, remember to close the doors and windows in your 

automobile else the next time you get in you will not be very happy. 

That's right. There are ways to enjoy a wonderful vacation in Maine at Cozy Cove. There are ways you 

can minimize the impact of the flies converting your stay from a totally miserable experience to one of 

fun and excitement. It is possible. For example, you should always apply lots of Cologne of Maine 

otherwise known as bug spray. A good insect repellent will contain DEET, a widely used insect 

repellent that has been around longer than any other active ingredient.  Also, wear protective clothing 

when outdoors. 

Oh, and another thing, Maine also has bees, wasps, hornets, horse flies, deer flies, and ticks. 

Browntail Moth Caterpillar 
Although the Browntail Moth Caterpillar is not a biting fly, they can cause a rash that is sometimes 

mistaken for a bug bite, so we give this pest honorable mention here. This species was accidentally 

introduced to the United States in the 1890s. Starting in 2015 there has been a population spike and 

territory expansion in coastal Maine. Starting around early May, the hairs from the caterpillars are 
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toxic for humans, causing a poison ivy-like itchy rash of up to several weeks’ duration. Direct contact 

with the caterpillar is not necessary, as the hairs are shed and can become windblown.  

Host Note: We have not seen any Browntail Moth Caterpillar larvae or the telltale cobweb type nests 

anywhere on the island to date, but it doesn't mean they're not out there. 

Island Road Rules 
The maximum speed is 15 miles per hour. There are curves and inclines where 15 MPH is too fast so 

please use caution - be prepared to stop suddenly! The speed-limit applies from the mailboxes in. 

Pedestrians have the right of way. Vehicles must stop and then proceed only when the driver is 

certain that the pedestrian is aware of the vehicle's presence. Always be alert to the possibility that a 

person may be on the road ahead - especially on curves and corners. 

The roads on Bald Head Island are single lane gravel roads. When vehicles are approaching each other, 

one must pull over to the side where there is room - then stop. The other vehicle must wait until it is 

able to pass the stopped vehicle. Vehicles should not attempt to pass by each other while both are 

moving. 

On the causeway, pull out areas are at either end - not on the causeway. Do not try to pass each other 

on the causeway. 

Above all, courtesy and consideration should prevail. The few seconds you spend being responsible and 

considerate will keep our island safe and prevent personal injury or even worse: a death. Please drive 

carefully! 

Fireworks 
Please, no fireworks, Evah! The island is heavily wooded and a stray firework and even sparklers can 

ignite a catastrophic fire. The sparkler metal rods can fall into the lake and injure someone walking 

barefoot in the water - so please, no sparklers either with the exception noted below. Also, 

occasionally the resident loons in Cozy Cove are nesting around the 4th of July and the noise may make 

them abandon their nest, not to mention abandon Cozy Cove altogether. If you have a boat and you 

want to go far into the center of the lake and light-off fireworks, unless there is a Maine state law or 

local ordinance prohibiting it, we take a neutral position. But as mentioned, we do not allow the 

lighting-off of fireworks on our property. 

However, that all being said, if under strict adult supervision, sparklers may be used in the immediate 

vicinity of the fire pit, and, the sparkler metal rods be cooled, and bent, and discarded in the trash to 

ensure nobody, including animals, can step on them injuring their feet. 
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Dehumidifier 
We provide a dehumidifier on the first floor to help keep the atmosphere inside the camp comfortable. 

There is a lot of moisture in the air, especially in the hot summer months. The dehumidifier will 

automatically turn-off once the drip tank is full and must be manually dumped. 

There is also a dehumidifier in the loft that is typically not turned-on. You are free to turn it on but you 

will also have to manually dump that drip tank as well. CAUTION – when you are traversing the stairs 

carrying the drip tank really, really watch your step. The stairs are of non-standard in construction as 

the loft is technically not considered a “second floor” and not required to conform to standard housing 

residential construction standards. Hold the hand rail with one hand while you traverse the stairs 

holding the drip tank in the other hand. 

The Fridgaire dehumidifier user manual is available here and is also available on the website Site Map 

accessible from a link on the About page. 

Refund Policy 
Be aware: we do not, personally, offer refunds directly to guests for any reason, including making a 

decision on a vacation to Maine during fly season. On Airbnb, hosts set the cancellation policies that 

guests can book with. The terms vary depending on the place and the amount of time left before 

check-in. Our Airbnb cancellation policy is Flexible. You can read more about Airbnb refund and 

cancellation procedures here https://www.airbnb.com/home/cancellation_policies. 

Final Check 

Preparing to Leave 
When the sad day of departure arrives we want to remind you to make a thorough check, inside and 
out, for any items that risk being left behind. Don't forget under the beds and in the dresser drawers. 
 
If you wish, you can leave your mailing address with us so that if you forget something behind we will 
coordinate with you to have the items sent to you. 
 
We have prepared a departure checklist for you to use to help prevent you from forgetting anything 
behind. You will find a copy of the checklist in this book or you can download it here 
http://www.campnmaine.com/pdfs/CheckList.pdf. Your browser may warn you about opening files, 
but rest assured, it is perfectly okay to open this file. It was created with Microsoft Word and saved as 
a PDF file with no hidden or surreptitious behavior. 

Dishes 
Please wash any dishes that you may have used before you checkout. We provide a full kitchen for 
your use and we appreciate this courtesy. Dish soap and cleaning supplies can be found under the sink. 

https://www.campnmaine.com/pdfs/FridgaireDehumidifier.pdf
https://www.airbnb.com/home/cancellation_policies
http://www.campnmaine.com/pdfs/CheckList.pdf
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One Last Look 
Just before you drive-off, take a look in the back seats and ensure that all your family members are 
accounted for, including the pets. You don’t want to forget someone sleeping in the hammock! I say 
this because an old Air Force buddy of mine told me of the time he stopped into a gas station, and not 
realizing his wife got out to use the bathroom, he drove off without her. He made it into the next State 
before he was pulled over by the State Patrol who asked him where his wife was. OOPS! He said, I 
thought she was sleeping in the back seat – She wasn’t! 

The Final Step: Reviews 
Leaving a Review 
 
We are of course hoping for a 5-Star review from you and we are also hoping to provide you the same. 
If there are any concerns please approach us for a resolution - we truly want your vacation to be 
amazing and we will do what we can to make that happen. 
 
If you can think of anything that we can do to better improve our camp and hosting practices, please let 

us know so we can, if possible, make future stays better for all. 


